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Abstract—The widespread deployment of connected Things in our cities allows for the enhanced management of the urban space. However, due to environmental constraints, the connected Things are often battery-powered, which affects the lifetime of the IoT Networks. We believe that the urban IoT networks must leverage the power of the crowd, leading to combine the fixed urban IoT networks with the crowdsensing capabilities of the citizens’ smartphones. That is, we integrate the offloading of a portion of the traffic generated by the fixed network to mobile crowdsensing devices that also contribute with relevant urban observations (e.g., for noise pollution monitoring). This paper highlights the key technical features of the resulting solution, whose evaluation shows that we are able to extend the lifetime of the battery-operated IoT network by a up to 7 factor.

Index Terms—IoT, WSN, Routing, Mobile sink, Crowdsensing

I. INTRODUCTION

Our cities become smarter every day, as they deploy digital services such as intelligent lighting, environmental pollution monitoring, energy and waste management, smart parking, and more. In great part, smart city services rely on Urban Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructures. At a minimum, the connected Things are sensors that perform measurements and send them through the underlying wireless sensor network (WSN) to an Internet server for further analysis. Due to obvious deployment constraints, the Things are often battery-powered, which limits the lifetime of the WSN-based IoT networks. Furthermore, the urban IoT infrastructures primarily serve the long-term monitoring of urban areas, while they are less suited to monitor the citizens’ experience. As an alternative, mobile crowdsensing (aka mobile phone sensing) is an efficient way to collect a large amount of data about the urban environment and to monitor the citizen’s experience. However, the diversity of smartphones and the related heterogeneity of embedded/connected sensors make the correlation of the collected observations more difficult [1]. Following, we believe that the urban IoT infrastructures (i.e., the urban WSNs) and the crowdsensing measurement devices (crowdsensors for short) must work in conjunction so as to both: (1) enhance the quality of the observations about the urban environment, and (2) increase the lifetime of the urban IoT infrastructures. This paper introduces such an approach where we consider that the IoT networks are WSNs implementing the convergecast paradigm (§ II). In a nutshell, we take advantage of the power of the crowd to offload the network traffic so that sensor nodes near the WSN sink do not systematically have to consume significant energy for the routing of the children nodes’ traffic (§ III).

The paper specifically contributes with two complementary mechanisms that adapt the routing strategy of the WSN so as to extend the network’s lifetime. First, we introduce a load balancing strategy for data forwarding within the WSN, which enhances the fairness of the energy consumption across the WSN nodes. Second, we alleviate the load of the most solicited WSN nodes by offloading a portion of their traffic to nearby related crowdsensors. To validate the proposed mechanisms, we model our problem as a linear program defined as a max-min problem that finds a routing plan to maximize the lifetime of the network considering the expressed constraints (§ IV). The simulation-based evaluation follows, which shows that the proposed offloading onto crowdsensors enables a significant improvement to the network lifetime (§ V). Finally, we conclude with a summary of our contributions and open research questions (§ VI).

II. BACKGROUND

RPL (IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks) [2] is widely deployed to build and maintain the adjacencies of nodes in the WSN. Each RPL node contributes to the creation of a Destination-Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG) in a distributed manner. The DODAG interconnects the WSN nodes so that each node sets its preferred parent for forwarding its messages toward the WSN sink that connects the WSN to the Internet. Then, the data is forwarded across the DODAG in a convergecast manner through the shortest path with respect to an RPL objective function taking one or several metrics into account (e.g., hop count or ETX). Therefore, ignoring the background control traffic and the sensing task, a WSN node will spend its lifetime: sending its own data and relaying traffic toward its preferred parent. One way to delay the energy depletion of the WSN due to the convergecast gathering is to introduce extra sinks that are able to absorb and send a portion of the traffic through their own Internet connection. Indeed, transmitting data to an additional sink does not increase the energy consumed by the sender. Rather, it
spares the energy of the parent node by decreasing the volume of data that the parent would relay otherwise, and so on till the WSN sink. Hence, a well-chosen additional sink can reduce the energy consumption that is due to communication in the WSN and thereby increase the network lifetime.

Minimizing the energy consumption of routing protocols in WSN has been the focus of tremendous work (e.g., see [3]). Several work consider the optimization of RPL for WSN with respect to energy consumption. Existing solutions include: leveraging a metric that represents the nodes’ available energy and minimizing the average energy consumption by selecting the paths with the highest energy budget [4]. However, the impact of a very dynamic metric on the DODAG management is not negligible and also creates high routing instability due to frequent changes of the preferred parents.

Another way to reduce the energy consumption due to the routing of data within the WSN is to introduce mobile sinks that take in charge the forwarding tasks over the sensor nodes. Several papers leverage delay tolerant network (DTN) techniques to implement data collection with mobile sinks. The techniques differ according to the constraints that are set regarding the mobility and availability of the sinks (e.g., [5], [6]).

In a way similar to DTN-based solutions, our work leverages mobile sink nodes to reduce the energy consumption of sensor nodes due to message forwarding. However, instead of introducing dedicated sink nodes, we consider the collaboration of the WSN-based urban IoT infrastructures with related urban crowdsensing apps that cities increasingly promote and citizens adopt for the sake of civic engagement. The users’ smartphones then relay a portion of the measurements sensed by the infrastructure nodes, which reduces the load of the urban IoT networks and thereby extend their lifetime.

III. THE SYMBIOSIS OF THE IoT INFRASTRUCTURE AND CROWDSENSING

Crowdsensing is a powerful mechanism to monitor both the individual and collective exposure of people to urban physical phenomena. However, the large diversity of the sensing devices challenges the accuracy of the contributed observations [1]. The combination of the observations from the fixed urban IoT infrastructure and the crowdsensing devices then contributes to a more accurate knowledge about the urban physical phenomena: the former brings higher accuracy, the latter brings individualized knowledge.

The combination of the IoT infrastructure and crowdsensing devices can further serve extending the WSN lifetime as the smartphones may offer to offload a portion of the infrastructure’s traffic. That is, any WSN node may send traffic to a nearby “collaborating” smartphone, so that the smartphone will transmit the data to the server through its own Internet connection. In [7], the authors use smartphones as opportunistic proxies to connect isolated sensors (without Internet connection) to the IoT. In our case, the sensors are not isolated; rather, the smartphone takes over part of the workload of the IoT infrastructure by relaying a portion of its traffic to increase the infrastructure’s lifetime.

Although connecting any node with a mobile (smartphone) sink has a cost, sending some traffic to such an extra sink can be very cost-effective when the routing path toward the WSN root is long. The mechanism not only reduces the overall network load, avoiding congestion and contention, but it also increases the lifetime of the fixed IoT network by reducing receptions and emissions at every intermediate node. To validate our claim, this paper provides an evaluation of such an offloading mechanism. In the following, we refer to the smartphones willing to offer a forwarding service to the WSN as mobile sinks or mobile nodes. A sensor can still send data to its parent through the convergecast gathering. However, any sensor able to reach one of the mobile sinks may choose to use it as its next hop to directly send data to the server, so as to reduce the network’s energy consumption and thereby delay the network’s energy shortage.

As an illustration, we consider the use case that is depicted in Figure 1 and inspired from the Ambiciti crowdsensing app (http://ambiciti.io/) with which users contribute to the monitoring of the individual and collective exposure to the urban noise pollution. The app performs noise measurements and sends them out to a cloud server for data storage and aggregation. Our solution further extends the contribution of the smartphone so that it additionally offers a communication service to the IoT infrastructure. The smartphone then acts as an additional sink that gathers data from the neighboring sensors, as it moves along the coverage area of the WSN.

Figure 1: Noise pollution sensing use-case

This paper concentrates on assessing the extent to which offloading the traffic of the IoT infrastructure onto phones that perform related mobile crowdsensing contributes to enhancing the lifetime of the underlying WSN. Still, two complementary technical issues arise: (1) establishing the communication between the infrastructure sensors and the phones, and (2) security.

With respect to the former, current smartphones usually do not implement protocols to communicate with WSNs. Such a feature would require a network interface to connect to nodes in the WSN (e.g., Zigbee, 802.15.4 or BLE). Although except for BLE, most smartphones do not -yet- integrate the
main interfaces supported by WSN, we consider that this will evolve over time. Further, direct communication between sensors and smartphones is not the only solution. In [8], the authors describe an overhearing mechanism that is able to catch some communication and can then alleviate the global energy consumption. However, these mechanisms require an acknowledgment mechanism to efficiently offload traffic. The fact is that sensors are increasingly able to communicate and we feel that the lack of compatibility is less a technical issue than a market issue since smartphones implementing IEEE Std 802.15.4 have not met their market yet. Therefore, we consider in our study that direct communication between the IoT infrastructure and smartphones is not a blocking point and will be available in the future.

As for the security aspect, we assume use cases where the user downloads the crowdsensing application that is part of the urban sensing system and is able to collect and send data to the dedicated platform. Therefore, the user’s device has obtained the required credentials and authorizations to submit data to the server. Our goal is not to develop considerations on security issues already exposed in [9].

IV. WSN OFFLOADING TO CROWDSENSORS

A. System model

Our urban sensing system combines two distinct contributors: the urban sensing infrastructure and the crowdsensing app run on the phones of individuals. The sensing infrastructure is a WSN, which we model as a set $N_I$ of sensors interconnected by a set $E_I$ of wireless links. The topology of the WSN is represented by a directed graph $\mathcal{G}_I = (\mathcal{N}_I, \mathcal{E}_I)$. The WSN implements a convergecast protocol toward the WSN sink $s$, and the nodes running the crowdsensing app act as additional, opportunistic mobile sinks.

1) Mobility model: In our system, a crowdsensor may act as a mobile sink if its user/owner is in the communication range of a related WSN sensor and if routing the traffic via that node contributes to the energy efficiency of the WSN.

We more specifically concentrate on the connectivity with the urban users who are pedestrians and/or take city buses. Thus, the crowdsensing devices follow trajectories that are defined either by the bus planning or constrained by the configuration of the city (e.g. they follow the street curb). Pedestrians may change their path but the bus route is fixed. Therefore, we model the mobility of any mobile sink as a location-restricted mobility (LRM) [10].

We identify positions where the smartphone’s owner stays possibly long enough to collect data (e.g., while waiting for the bus or for the “Walk” signal at the crosswalk). We consider an arbitrary subset of crowdsensors $M = \{m_1,...,m_n\}$ that act as (potential) mobile sinks when they transit through the identified positions. The parameters associated to our model are then the number of considered mobile sink positions and the duration of their availability.

Given the WSN topology together with the communication radius $r_m$ (which we assume identical for all nodes without loss of generality) and the positions of the (potential) mobile sinks, we determine which sensors are able to communicate with a mobile sink and the quantity of data it is able to relay.

The above leads us to define the set $\mathcal{E}$ of links that add the potential adjacencies between sensors and mobile nodes to $\mathcal{E}_I$. Similarly, we integrate the discretized positions of the mobile sinks in the graph $\mathcal{G}_I$, which forms the graph $\mathcal{G} = (\mathcal{N}, \mathcal{E})$ with $\mathcal{N} = \mathcal{N}_I \cup M$.

Figure 2 illustrates the construction of the graph integrating mobile sinks (right column) to an initial WSN (left column) in which all the parents may forward data.

![Figure 2: Construction of the network topology](image)

We note that the underlying RPL standard provides two strategies to relay communications when several sinks are available. One simple solution, which does not impact the DODAG creation mechanism, nor the way RPL forwards the traffic, is to introduce a virtual node as parent of the sinks. The second solution requires the creation of a different uncoordinated DODAG instance for each sink. Nodes communicate mainly within one DODAG instance to send traffic to the instance’s sink. A node can change the sink that will receive a data by transferring it to a different DODAG instance. Several rules restrict the data transfer between DODAG instances to avoid routing loops.

2) Energy model: We choose a simple energy consumption model for (the infrastructure) sensors: each sensor is battery supplied and has an initial energy budget $E$ that is dedicated to communication, and $e(i)$ provides the energy consumption of node $i$. The sink $s$ is power supplied, therefore $e(s) = 0$ ($s$ has an infinite energy).

Mobile nodes are smartphones, powered by a rechargeable battery allowing the budget of available energy $E_m$. The protocol used to send data from the sensor to the mobile sink varies across sensors; we represent the related cost as a connection cost $c_c$.

The reception and the emission of a message/data require the same amount of energy, which we denote as $c_t$ when the receiver is a sensor, and $c_m$ when it is a mobile sink. We denote the energy consumed by a sensor when it does not transmit or receive sensed data as $c_{sleep}$.

For the sake of simplicity, we consider that a mobile sink has the same transmission capacity for any of its neighbors. Dealing with diverse capacities may be addressed through the integration of an energy cost vector.

3) The network lifetime metric: We characterize the network lifetime as the time between the first activation of the
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$$ U = \frac{E_s}{e_{\text{sleep}} + q_t * e_t} $$

Consider for example a sensor based on the widely used TI CC2538 chip. According to the data sheet available at https://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symmlink/cc2538.pdf, the energy consumed during one second in sleep mode (power mode 2) is between $1.3\mu A$ and $2\mu A$, and $50mA$ is an estimation of the energy needed to both wake up and transmit data. We overestimate the maximum lifetime of the sensor when powered with two AA batteries with a capacity of 2500 mAh. The maximum sensor lifetime is 5.5 years for a daily traffic of one transmission every second, and 100 years for a daily traffic of one transmission every minute.

### B. Routing strategy

We adopt traffic engineering principles to extend the lifetime of the network, where we combine the following three approaches:

- Load balancing: We take advantage of the mesh network to allow load balancing in the WSN. Unlike basic RPL routing, the traffic is distributed among multiple parents to reduce the energy consumption on the shortest path to a sink, which leads to investigate how a node should divide its outgoing traffic toward its parents. Similarly, we study the amount of data that each node can relay for its children. Note that we do not focus at the time at which the data should be sent in our presentation. Therefore, we concentrate on a flow routing problem that does not take scheduling into account.

- Routing optimization: We compute the percentage of traffic to send to each parent to maximize the network lifetime.

- Introduction of mobile sinks: We take into account the mobile crowdsensing nodes that are in the relevant area and onto which the urban IoT infrastructure may possibly offload traffic. We specifically focus on the amount of data that a mobile node should collect to extend the lifetime of the infrastructure. We further model the motion of any mobile sink by defining a corresponding sink with a limited transmission at every given place where the mobile sink remains long enough.

#### C. Computing the routing strategy with a linear program

We want to compute a routing strategy that determines for each node the percentage of traffic it should forward to each of its neighbors -including a mobile sink if available- in its coverage area in a way that maximizes the network lifetime.

We formulate the problem as a flow routing problem that maximizes the network lifetime. We recall that the lifetime of the network ends as soon as one of the WSN sensors runs out of energy (where we ignore the other cases of sensor failures due to the focus of our work). Thus, we want to increase the lifetime of this specific sensor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G = (N, \mathcal{E})$</td>
<td>the oriented graph representing the network with the set of nodes $N$ and a set of edges $\mathcal{E}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{N}_X$</td>
<td>the set of fixed sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{S}$</td>
<td>the set of (fixed) sinks, which, here, is the singleton ${s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{M}$</td>
<td>the set of (potential) mobile sinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{N}_{\text{in}}(i)$</td>
<td>the set of incoming neighbors of node $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{N}_{\text{out}}(i)$</td>
<td>the set of outgoing neighbors of $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{D}$</td>
<td>a set of demands $(s_d, l_d)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_d$</td>
<td>is the duration in days of the lifetime of a demand $d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi_{dij}$</td>
<td>the flow of demand $d$ on $(i,j)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_d$</td>
<td>the volume of demand $d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q$</td>
<td>the quantity of data produced during a day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>the energy budget of a sensor for communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_t$</td>
<td>is the energy needed to receive or emit one data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_m$</td>
<td>is the energy needed to transmit one data to a mobile sink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_c$</td>
<td>is the energy cost to detect and connect to a mobile sink</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table I: LP notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linear Program 1 LP formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\max \ min(l_d)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}<em>{\text{out}}(i)} \varphi</em>{dij} - \sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}<em>{\text{in}}(i)} \varphi</em>{dij} = 0, \forall d \in \mathcal{D}, \forall i \in \mathcal{N}_X$ (1a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}<em>{\text{in}}(i)} \varphi</em>{dij} = 0, \forall d \in \mathcal{D}, \forall i \in \mathcal{S} \cup \mathcal{M}$ (1b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}<em>{\text{out}}(i)} \varphi</em>{dij} \geq l_d * Q$ (1c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_t * \sum_{d \in \mathcal{D}} (\sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}<em>{\text{in}}(i)} \varphi</em>{dij} + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}<em>{\text{in}}(i)} \varphi</em>{dij})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$+ \sum_{k \in \mathcal{N}<em>{\text{out}}(i)} (e_m * \varphi</em>{dik} + e_c) \leq E, \forall j \in \mathcal{N}_X, \forall k \in \mathcal{M}$ (1d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sum_{d \in \mathcal{D}} v_d \geq 0$ (1e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi_{dij} \geq 0, \forall d \in \mathcal{D}, \forall i, j \in \mathcal{N}$ (1f)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consider the variables and constants defined in Table I. The above Linear Program -LP- Formulation of our max-min problem finds a routing plan that maximizes the lifetime of the network under the specified constraints:

- The traffic forwarding ensures the flow conservation (1a).
- The traffic exits either at the WSN sink or any of the mobile sinks (1b).
• The network lifetime is expressed in days (1c).
• A sensor spends its energy budget for communication to send its traffic and relay its neighbors’ traffic to its parents or a mobile node (1d).

Solving the LP provides the quantity of flow that each node has to send to its neighbors to ensure that the network has the longest lifetime. We recall that the LP shows how each node shares its traffic toward its ancestors and does not deal with the scheduling of the exchanges. For example, the output of the LP resolution can indicate that a sensor A with three neighbors B, C and D should send 30% of its traffic to B, 70% to C and nothing to D (or 30% to B, 20% to C and 50% to D). In the case of routing within the WSN only, the scheduling strategy may be implemented based on that routing plan in a straightforward way. However, the routing toward mobile sinks must account for the actual presence of the nodes. One solution is to send in priority the traffic to the mobile sink -if one is present- until the related traffic quota is reached. If there is no mobile sink that is reachable when the sensor wants to send data, it can either: store it, wait for the next mobile sink, or send it to another neighboring sensor designated as next hop by the routing plan.

Algorithm 1 implements the routing plan where each sensor has access to two data structures describing its adjacencies: (1) Succm, represents the positions where the sensor can potentially find a mobile sink, (2) Succf, describes the set of parents -that are not mobile sinks- in the DODAG. An element of Succm is described by: the quantity TT of data that it should relay, the quantity ST of data that it has already relayed, and the method ispresent that indicates if a mobile sink is available at this position at the specific moment or not.

Algorithm 1 sendTraffic(T,Succm,Succf): boolean
1: function sendTraffic(T,Succm,Succf)
2:     sent = false
3:     for n ∈ Succm do
4:         if (not sent and n.ispresent() and n.TT ≥ n.ST + len(T)) then
5:             send(T,n)
6:             n.ST = n.ST + len(T)
7:             sent = true
8:         exit
9:     end if
10:    end for
11:    for n ∈ Succf do
12:        if (not sent and n.ispresent() and n.TT ≥ n.ST + len(T)) then
13:            send(T,n)
14:            n.ST = n.ST + len(T)
15:        sent = true
16:        exit
17:    end if
18:    end for
19:   return sent

V. ASSESSMENT

We provide a simulation-based evaluation where we consider a WSN composed of 27 sensors and one sink. We implemented four strategies (see Fig. 3): (1) SPF builds a shortest path tree with the sink as root to simulate the solution implemented by routing protocols such as RPL; (2) LB allows nodes to send traffic to several parents, implementing a load balancing strategy within the WSN; (3) mn5N implements a routing exploiting mobile sinks based on 5 mobile nodes moving along the North path; (4) mn5S is as mn5N but nodes move along the South path.

For each strategy, we consider the following numerical values. The 27 sensors generate a daily traffic of one datum per minute. The sensors are powered by one AA battery with a capacity of 2500 mA. The energy consumed during the sensor sleep mode is set to eSleep = 2µA, while e1 = 50mA is the energy necessary to transmit data to another node in the network but the transmission to a mobile node involves an extra cost of em = 100mA corresponding to the cost of both the connection to the mobile node, and the overhead of sending data with a different technology.

Figure 3c provides the LP results for the four aforementioned strategies. SPF highlights the behavior of RPL when data is collected by convergecast. The nodes near the sink transmit a number of packets proportional to the depth of their subtree, leading to a network lifetime that is less than 5 years. Figure 4a shows the lifetime of each sensor as a function of distance from the sink for the SPF strategy, which depends directly on the lifetime of the direct neighbors of the sink. Indeed, these nodes become short of energy, while about 70% of the total energy of the network is still available. Figure 3c shows that the LB strategy improves the network lifespan by 23% to reach nearly 6 years. The improvement is mainly due to a better involvement of the nodes at a distance 2 from the sink (see Fig. 4b).

Figure 3c shows that offloading the WSN traffic onto mobile nodes multiplies the network lifetime by 4 (resp. 7) when the mobile nodes are located on the North (resp. South) path, leading to a lifetime of 20 (resp. 33) years. The analysis of the energy consumption of each node as a function of their distance from the WSN sink (see Fig. 4c) confirms a better spread of the nodes contribution in mn5N, including the furthest ones. The results are even more striking on the South path (not shown for space reasons) where nodes from 1 to 5 hop distance from the sink consume 100% of their energy while nodes at 6 hop distance consume on average 32% of their energy. The mobile nodes on the south path are located near the nodes furthest away from the sink. They collected data whose relaying would have solicited several nodes and were therefore the most energy-consuming for the network.

In the presented work, we have implemented a simple energy model, considering a uniform transmission cost. In [11], Khan et al. study the energy efficiency of WSN by collecting data through static vs mobile sinks. They show the relationship between the radius of the sink mobility and the energy spent during the data collection. As part of our future work, we will leverage these results and model the energy consumption of nodes as a function of the distance between the node and the mobile sink.

VI. CONCLUSION

Crowdsensing applications promote the monitoring of urban phenomena through the users’ smartphones, including
measurements using the connected sensors. Such crowdsensed observations are transmitted by the application to a server using the phone’s Internet connection (e.g., 4G or WiFi). However, because of the diversity of the contributing users and devices, the observations are often difficult to correlate and exploit. In the case of physical measurements, the a priori calibration of the sensors and/or correlating the measurements with a fixed IoT infrastructure providing reference measurements serve overcoming this issue. We then argue that urban IoT infrastructures and crowdsensing applications benefit from closer interactions.

We extend the (urban) WSN-based IoT infrastructure with mobile sinks that run related crowdsensing apps and are capable of receiving and transferring traffic to a server with their own Internet connection (e.g., 4G). We compute the supporting routing plan using a LP formulation that maximizes the WSN lifetime. Our simulation-based evaluation shows that our strategy would considerably extend the network lifetime. Our work then opens up several research issues that we investigate as part of our ongoing and future work. One such issue relates to the integrated load balancing strategy that requires transforming the traditional routing mechanism based on the next hop information into a table with proportional routing. A node’s proportional routing table should indicate the percentage of traffic it should send for each of its parent. Although the table will be larger, it may alleviate the impact of temporary failures.
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